How to Differentiate Original Blackboard from Blackboard Ultra
When you first log onto Blackboard, you can select “Courses” in the side menu located to the left of the page in order to see all course you are enrolled in.
After clicking “Courses” you will see all courses you are enrolled in. With YSU upgrading to Blackboard Ultra, you may need to be able to identify which courses were created in Original Blackboard and which were created in Blackboard Ultra. You can differentiate via the colors bars immediately to the left of each course. Colored bars typically indicate a Blackboard Ultra course, while gray colored bars typically indicate Original Blackboard courses.

You can also differentiate Original Blackboard form Ultra because Original courses will have states “Original Course View”.
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Once you select a course you can differentiate Original Blackboard courses from Ultra courses by looking at the navigation panel located to the left of the page. An Original Blackboard course’s navigation panel is typically gray and lacks icons.

When you select a Blackboard Ultra course, the navigation panel located to the left of the page is typically white in color and organized with icons.